
Giving a little, never gave so much!Giving a little, never gave so much!Giving a little, never gave so much!Giving a little, never gave so much!    
    
    

WHAT: WHAT: WHAT: WHAT: The Great Cookie CauseThe Great Cookie CauseThe Great Cookie CauseThe Great Cookie Cause 

Restaurants purchase a cookie from their food service provider and place it on their children's  

dessert menu. It can be the cookie by itself, or a cookie sundae. Then, each time the cookie is  

purchased, a portion of the proceeds are donated by the restaurant to The Luca John Foundation. 

In return, the restaurant can advertise the partnership with The Luca John Foundation showing 

their community support by way of placing the “Our Company Cares” logo on their menu (shown 

below). As an added bonus, the restaurant will also be featured on the foundation’s Web site at 

www.lucajohnfoundation.org under the sponsors tab. 
 

 

WHO: WHO: WHO: WHO: Any RestaurantAny RestaurantAny RestaurantAny Restaurant    
    

    

WHERE: WHERE: WHERE: WHERE: NationwideNationwideNationwideNationwide    

The Luca John Foundation is a national charity where restaurants in all areas can participate. 
 

 

WHEN: WHEN: WHEN: WHEN: One YearOne YearOne YearOne Year    

The Luca John Foundation would partner with the restaurant for a minimum of one year. 
 

 

WHY: WHY: WHY: WHY: The Luca John Foundation The Luca John Foundation The Luca John Foundation The Luca John Foundation provides financial support to families that loose an infant child 

12 months or younger or a stillbirth and can not afford the funeral expenses, provides medical 

grants to institutions that increase the survivability and quality of life of children diagnosed with 

all forms of skeletal dysplasia, as well as provides a nationwide grief network to families that 

loose an infant. 

 

GET INVOLVED: GET INVOLVED: GET INVOLVED: GET INVOLVED:     

For more information or to sign-up, contact us at  

cookiecause@lucajohnfoundation.orgcookiecause@lucajohnfoundation.orgcookiecause@lucajohnfoundation.orgcookiecause@lucajohnfoundation.org.    

      THE GREAT COOKIE CAUSE 

P.O. Box 55388    �    Trenton, NJ 08638    �    866-613-2716    �    info@lucajohnfoundation.org 


